Bien Venidos!

ALFRED and EDWIN CORNWELL
Welcomes You to

EL ADOBE
DE CAPISTRANO

SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CALIFORNIA

DINNER DANCE
HONORING THE WHITE HOUSE STAFF
OF
PRESIDENT & MRS. RICHARD M. NIXON

TUESDAY, AUGUST 31, 1971
History of El Adobe

History of El Adobe goes back to 1778. The original building now is the cocktail lounge and opposite it is the South Room, built in 1812. Originally, these two buildings were separated by a passageway for stage coaches on overnight journeys. The lobby now occupies this area. An authentic Spanish dungeon is located under the South Room and is open to the public. The magnificent trees gracing your dining area are over a century old. In addition to our proud history, we have been honored to serve our President and First Family on four different occasions and also at the Western White House.

Great effort has been made to reflect in the El Adobe the charm, romance and hospitality of Early California tradition.

Your Hosts:
Alfred and Edwin Cornwell

---

Le Menu

Le Consommé au Xeres

☆

La Coquille St. Jacques

☆

Suprême de Volaille President Nixon
Le nid D’Oiseau au Bouquet de Legumes

☆

La Tomate Surprise

☆

Les Fantaisies Vesuvius

☆

Le Moka

☆

Maitre Chef:
Edwin Cornwell
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